Camp Hoover – You’ve Registered... Now What?

What Now?

- Review the materials on-line regarding Camp Hoover
  - Upload all information into the CAMPWISE system related to the Health History and Medication
- Print off the necessary forms – access CAMPWISE [here](#).
  - Change in Pick-up/Drop-off Form
  - Specialty program permission slips
  - Directions to Camp Hoover
  - Permission Forms for Horseback Riding, Escapades, Outdoor Survival and Adventurer
- Complete all the necessary forms and bring with you when dropping your daughter off at camp or email to dhooker@gshnj.org

3 – 4 Days Before Camp...

- Write your daughter a letter or a postcard
  
  **Camp Hoover**  
  **Camper’s Name and Program**  
  **PO Box 52**  
  **Middleville, NJ 07855**

  - Review the Confirmation Materials – found in the dashboard in CAMPWISE
  - Check the Packing List carefully

Day of Arrival...

- Eat lunch before arriving at camp
- Campers should wear their swim suit or pack it along with a towel and dry underwear in a carry-on or backpack. These items will be needed shortly after their arrival. Campers should have a water bottle with them. Make sure the **backpack and water bottle are labeled with their name**.
- Have labeled medicines in original containers with name and directions in a zip-lock bag
- Additional Trading Post Money if needed – only cash and check will be accepted
- Arrive at camp between 1:30 and 3:30 pm on Sunday
  
  *A Little Camp Fun* – arrive at camp between 9:00 and 10:00 am on Thursday

Pick up...

- Pick up between 9:00 and 10:30 am on Saturday
- **Mini Camp** – pick up between 3:30 and 4:30 pm on Wednesday

Questions? Email: dhooker@gshnj.org or call 973-383-3220 and leave a message at any time.